A SPELLBINDING DISCOVERY
At Regent™, the soul of each destination shines, reflected in distinctive modernity and legendary legacy. Majestic yet intimate, it is the beauty of contrast that is woven through the Regent™ experience, where the serene and the sensational exist in perfect harmony to inspire every sense.

More than a collection of places on your map of must-see destinations, consider our hotels a gateway to inspiring spaces found high above an urban streetscape, alongside thousands of years of culture, or at the feet of softly lapping waves.

Framed against spellbinding sunsets, at Regent™ Phu Quoc envelops you in comfort. Feel uplifted as floating candles flicker against the deepening night sky. This is where the everyday noise melts away and your spirit reawakens.

Welcome to Regent™ Phu Quoc.

CURIOSITY IS REWARDED
Every destination has a story to tell, a distinct feeling, a unique rhythm.
At Regent™ we understand that the way you experience a destination is ever changing, from seeking out authentic cultural encounters to desiring private itineraries in the most exclusive of locations.

The pearlescent waters of the archipelago beckon to be explored. Phu Quoc is a canvas of astonishing diversity. The way of life lends to a relaxing island feel, setting Phu Quoc apart from the mainland. Pepper and pearls have been farmed here for generations and the collage of present day Vietnam takes on its own form in a smaller scale on this precious island.

Cocooned on the white sands of Long Beach, the resort offers perfect vistas onto the sunset - best viewed from your private infinity pool, rooftop pool, beach club or a Personal Haven fashioned on the beach just for you and your loved ones.

GUEST ROOMS
Dramatic yet discreet, each guest room has been elegantly designed to create a plush sanctuary. Purposeful opulence to celebrate the ritual of dressing, Oasis Bathrooms to pamper. Sleep, read, work or relax, as you please.

At Regent™ Phu Quoc, suites and villas have been designed to magnify the sensory experience of the destination. From discreet one bedroom sanctuaries to expansive seven bedroom ultra villas - possibilities abound for couples, families and groups alike.

EVERY EXPERIENCE, UPLIFTED
Sublime havens beckon indulgence, awe-inspiring design provokes the mind, memories are waiting to be made.

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS IN TIME
Impeccably designed spaces play host to the most extraordinary experiences at Regent™. From intimate gatherings to grand celebrations, every detail is considered, every interaction is thoughtful, and every moment, unforgettable.

EVENTS
Offering Regent Salon and Regent Ballroom, as well as tailored spaces which can be arranged throughout the resort, events can be curated with great flexibility and ease. Small & intimate events in a discreet location, through to banquets of up to 360 persons, can be seamlessly hosted.

MEETINGS
A beachfront sanctuary perfectly equipped for memorable executive retreats, CEO gatherings and the perfect lieu for making big decisions in an environment of utmost comfort. Affording ample private spaces for deep thinking, at Regent™ Phu Quoc offers a perfect balance of benefits for business and leisure. Spaces and arrangements are highly flexible for small meetings through to conferences.

Please refer to our meetings brochure and resort fact sheet for more information.

WEDDINGS
Memorable moments deserve a magical location. A dream beachfront wedding, safe from the elements, is awaiting at Regent™ Phu Quoc.
If spectacular sunsets, impeccable service, plush comfort and exquisite tastes are the key ingredients to your vision of this important moment, consider it taken care of.
Location information and experience tailoring to create the perfect wedding can be arranged through our dedicated team.
A JOURNEY FOR THE SENSES

Dining at Regent™ is more than a meal, it is an immersion into new unexpected tastes, a reinvention of much-loved classics. Every dish has a story to tell, from the indulgent breakfast bowl to the most intriguing artisanal nightcap, taste and flavor are always celebrated.

RESTAURANTS & BARS

The Taste Gallery boasts a variety of food & beverage options, from inspired and stimulating local delights and informal beachfront lounging, to a selection of international haute-cuisine offerings and our spectacular Taste Studio concept to take your breath away.

OKU - Contemporary Japanese-French cuisine featuring Omakase Atelier and Salon de Boeuf

RICE MARKET - Vietnamese and Chinese cuisine focused on maximising the potential of the humble, but most diverse ingredient, Rice

OCEAN CLUB - Lifestyle beachfront venue featuring sophisticated assortment of Mediterranean cuisine, rum-inspired cocktails, craft beer and international wine list

BAR JADE - Speakeasy bespoke cocktail bar, dedicated to innovative mixology

FU BAR - Exclusive sky pool terrace and bar with gin focused cocktails

LOBBY LOUNGE - Stylish and cozy parlour serving drinks and snacks

MIND, BODY AND SPIRIT IN PERFECT HARMONY

The Regent™ Spa and Wellness experience brings together ancient wisdom, grace and decadence into a mystical and stimulating treatment journey.

Featuring an immersive and expansive spa experience, wellbeing comes easy. Sun-soaked yoga decks, private yoga in Personal Havens and a fully equipped gym offer opportunities to keep in optimal physical condition.

EVERY DETAIL, ANTICIPATED

Regent brand hallmarks harmoniously blend personal touches and tailored moments, creating memories that stand the test of time.

A new definition of tailored luxury awaits.

PERSONAL HAVENS

Beautiful, inspiring private spaces where time stands still for private reflection or vibrant conversations. Discrete alcoves within your room, throughout the resort and off-site can be prepared for you and your loved ones to exhibit an experience like no other, personally - with every comfort at a button’s call.

WITH COMPLIMENTS

The thoughtful touches delivered as part of the Regent™ ‘With Compliments’ hallmark see meaningful extras included, as a matter of course. Freshly laundered gym clothes, daily pressing and a complimentary refreshment gallery remove the friction of small charges for the things you need most.

EXPERIENCE AGENT

Intuitive, imaginative and informed. The Regent Experience Agent is a single point of contact that understands your needs, on your terms. Whether partnering with your Personal Assistant, a travel booker or directly, the Experience Agent will carefully curate every moment for a magical sojourn at Regent™ Phu Quoc.

TASTE STUDIO

Unique experiences within our walls or off site in breath-taking locations, precisely organised and orchestrated to maximise the sensory experience of food and drink. Dine with a dozen of your nearest and dearest in the heart of a pepper plantation or at a dugout on the beach whilst local artists and chefs craft their inspired passions on crockery and canvas.